
New England Miniature Horse Society 

COVID-19 SHOW 
August 9, 2020 – 8 AM 

Apple Knoll Farm, Millis MA 
 

Judge  

Jenn Sullivan 

AMHA - AMHR 
 

The show will offer Halter, Performance, Showmanship and Driving classes from 

both AMHA and AMHR. The show is designed to accommodate Youth, Adults, 

and Registry needs while preparing some horses for both Worlds and Nationals, 

all while offering classes for all Miniature Horse enthusiast.  

 

This is a non-rated show and no measuring will be required. Honor system of 

specific height requirements is the responsibility of the owners or handlers. The 

class list intent is group classes according to both registry height requirements to 

avoid conflicts. No classes are registry specific unless otherwise stated in class 

description or description of class makes it registry specific.  

 

No Registry documentation necessary but current Coggins is required.  

 

All Youth, Open, or Adult will use the same pattern for each Hunter, Jumper and 

Obstacle classes. One walk through for each. We will offer both AMHA and AMHR 

driving classes some with specific height, styles and youth age breakdowns. 

 

Up to 10 classes is $10.00 each after 10 we will offer an All-Day Single Fee of 

$100.00 no matter the class type or handler.  

 

Everyone showing will be required to sign an AKF Liability Waiver. All in 

attendance will need to sign a COVID Waiver that is AKF and State mandated for 

traceability.  

 

COVID-19 rules will be imposed with the typical Social Distancing and Facemasks 

required. See NEMHS COVID rules for specific directions regarding arena and 

show grounds rules. 
 



COVID-19 Rules  
NEMHS August 9th Show  

Apple Knoll Farm 
  

Facility COVID precautions 

1)      Absolutely no roaming or touring the property. Remain in the designated areas. 

2)      No day stalls or overnight stalls will be available. 

3)      Parking is limited to the show parking lot only. Do not park alongside the building or near 
the barn. 

4)    The inside of the show office will be off-limits. 

5)    Horses and handlers are not allowed in adjacent outdoor arenas. 

6)      All guests will be required to fill out the COVID release form required by the State for   
tracking of exposure to COVID. This includes spectators. 
  

NEMHS COVID Show Rules 
  

1)      Social Distancing of a minimum of 6 feet between everyone is required. This applies to    
exhibitors and spectators. 

2)      Masks must be worn when not in the ring showing. This also applies to all exhibitors and 
spectators 

3)      Absolutely no staging, waiting, or gathering in the gate areas. Waiting is permitted 
outside only. Please, do not block the entrance or exit. 

4)      Setups, groom area - in the arena must be Social Distanced and should be limited to 
what is necessary. Masks should be worn. 

5)      NO loitering at the manager’s area. Limit to show business whenever possible. 

6)      Pre-registration is highly recommended. All-day single fee should be utilized to reduce 
the need to see show manager and reduce handling of paperwork, cash, or checks. 

7)      When exhibiting in the arena, masks will NOT be required but must adhere to social 
distancing when setting up the horses. 

8)      Enter the arena from the main gate near the office but exit through the side gate. 

9)      Do not loiter around any gate or course entrance. 

10)   To reduce exposure and promote Social Distancing there will be no measuring or registry 
documents required. Typical Horse health documents are required! 

11)   When entering the show arena be aware of others and respect their space. 

12)   Please use common sense and respect the rules, it is to benefit everyone. 

 
!! Stay Safe !! 


